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Free email accounts may seem like a penny a dozen, but there are some free services that cost much higher than the rest. This article will help you through the best free email accounts and which features make them the best. When choosing a free email account, you'll want to find a few features that will help you determine which one is best for you.
Accounts will differ in how much email memory you receive, how the interface looks and how it can be configured, and what types of advanced features are included, like messaging, filters, and the ability to import other data. It is also probably important to you that your actual email address. If your first choice doesn't give you the address you're looking for,
just move on to the next one on the list. Be sure to try different combinations and variations to get an address that is not taken. If you need to, try the username generator. If you are signing up for a new email account because you don't know your current account, it may be easier to just find out what your email address is, so you can avoid creating a new
account. Never disclose personal information to your email address, such as your home address or phone number. Usually email addresses are a name with a couple of numbers, or a word or phrase that means something. If you're concerned about privacy, if you're concerned about privacy, watch these secure email services, but remember that even an
encrypted email service isn't enough to hide your identity; It is good practice to also use VPN and other security methods. Depending on how you use your email online, someone may be able to find your email address and link it back to you. It's probably not surprising that Gmail makes the top of this list for one of the best free email accounts. Gmail is a
Google free email service that has a nice and modern feel to it, is tightly integrated with other Google services, and does very well at blocking spam. makes the top of this list for one of the best free email accounts. Gmail is a Google free email service that has a nice and modern feel to it, is tightly integrated with other Google services, and does very well at
blocking spam. Gmail has some other amazing features, too, like being able to defer emails for later, send and request money through Google Pay, schedule emails to be sent later, and send emails that expire and can only be opened with special code. There are also various topics that you can apply to the Gmail interface to customize how appears, tons of
advanced settings, as well as the ability to create filters and tags, import email from other email accounts, use customer chat, and, among other features, install gadgets (add-ons) to enhance Gmail functionality. Here are some other notable features in Gmail: Lets you read emails offline with Gmail OfflineShares huge 15GB of email storage with other Google
services via Google Drive, making it easy to share files from your Google account directly into your email (even files as big as 10GB!) can cancel an email email You send it randomly (and catch it in time) there are numerous keyboard shortcuts for Gmail that you can use to make the service even easier to work with. Since Google Calendar is another part of
Google's service list, it's just as easy to integrate it with your email as instantly adding events taken from messages. Allows you to set up the defendant's vacation to automatically send an email when you're away. You can use advanced search options to find email in your Gmail account. All Gmail addresses end in gmail.com. However, messages can be
sent to other addresses and they will still be sent to the same account. This is really useful if you want to use your Gmail account to subscribe to multiple accounts on the same site. The site will see each iteration as different, even if they are still connected to your main email account. If you have a YouTube account, you can log into Gmail with the same
information, as YouTube is another Google service that is available through a Google account. Here are a few examples of Gmail addresses that are technically the same: example@gmail.comexample-googlemail.comexample-anything@gmail.comexa.mp.le'gmail.com Download for: Outlook.com includes a free Microsoft email service that, like Gmail, has a
durable interface that is easy to operate. It's easily a second Gmail or even linked as the best free email provider. Changing how Outlook.com couldn't be easier. You can change the page's color scheme very quickly and choose where the reading glass should be displayed. Outlook is really intuitive, it's as simple as clicking the right email to find further
options such as moving/deleting messages and finding every email from that sender, for example. Email rules are supported by Outlook.com which means that you can set new messages to automatically move to the specified folder, be classified, tagged, or even directed if certain conditions are met. Outlook.com has some other features worth mentioning,
too: You can connect directly to Skype via email. This is closely related to the Outlook calendar, so events can be divided between them. Add-ons are supported, as well as for PayPal, DocuSign, Trello, Boomerang, GIPHY and many others. Users can easily access other free Microsoft services through Outlook.com because it's part of Microsoft Office
Online. When you create an account Outlook.com, your email may end in outlook.com or hotmail.com. Download for: As seemingly obvious, Yahoo Mail is a free email account offered by Yahoo. Each The user gets a whopping 1TB of free storage for email! Making a window when creating new emails is a bit like Gmail, but one useful difference is that it's
easy to switch between in-line image attachments and normal file attachments. This means you can switch file attachments to be embedded in email and just as easily reverse it to make it an attachment file. Yahoo Mail is probably the best email service when it comes to alternative identities, or or You can also create up to 500 disposable addresses that are
associated with your main email address but do not contain your name or any other personal information. This is extremely useful if you frequently subscribe to web accounts and don't want your usual spam inbox or filled with useless email; just delete a one-time address if spam gets too overwhelming. Below are some other Yahoo Mail features: You can
insert GIFs directly from the built-in GIF collection, and stationery with similar stationery browsers. A few amazing themes are available that change the entire background and color scheme of the website, making for a pretty unique design. Supports the ability to import contacts from a file on your computer, as well as from your Facebook, Google
Outlook.com facebook account. This makes it easy to transfer contacts from another email provider to Yahoo Mail.Has a built-in news reader and notepad. You can switch to these views in seconds and then just as easily go back to reading and sending emails. Files can be attached from your computer, Google Drive, or Dropbox.Yahoo Mail gives you
access to an online calendar you can connect external email accounts to Yahoo Mail, so you can use one interface to manage your entire email, even from services such as Gmail and Outlook Mail. Yahoo Mail email addresses are configured as example@yahoo.com. Download for: AOL Mail is another free email account option. The homepage where you
find your email also includes today on AOL, which features top stories from AOL.com that can either be seen as a good addition or seem to be cluttered depending on personal preferences. Like some e-mail providers, you can quickly filter your messages just to show unread or read emails, as well as tag or tag messages. Many extended settings are
configured, like changing the sensitivity of a spam filter, controlling who (if anyone) you can send you mail, allowing you to read the panel, and blocking mail containing specific words. In your mail settings, you can clearly read the settings of IMAP and POP server, which are very useful if you use your AOL email address with customers offline. Some of the
other best email services don't display this information, so it's positive for sure. AOL Mail is not the same as the now discontinued AOL Instant Messenger (AIM). AIM was an instant messaging service and AOL Mail is an email service. Other AOL Mail features: You can set up an alert so that AOL sends you a text message according to certain criteria, such
as if an email is from a specific which includes a specific word in a subject or body is delivered to your inbox. In the browser, audio alerts are supported, and there are a few options you can choose from. This flexibility is usually not available with webmail accounts, but AOL Mail is an exception. There is a to-do list and a calendar with the ability to make
events directly from emails. Background shifts allow your email to have a good background image. You can import import CSV, TXT or LDIF file formats. The AOL email address gives you an email as example@aol.com, but you can also get mail if someone sends you messages example@aim.com. Download For: Yandex is a Russian company that
provides a variety of tools in addition to free email accounts such as 10GB of cloud storage, Yandex.Calendar and search engine. Like Google, your Yandex inbox allows you to access all of these services with a single login. The interface for Yandex.Mail is very nice to work with. It's easy to read and provides a very simple layout while keeping all the
necessary tools intact. Like most other email providers on this list, Yandex.Mail supports email filters, contact imports and exports, tasks and hotkeys. However, it is also unique in many ways, making it one of the best email providers: You can send multiple messages with ease; they will send as attachment files. Files can be imported directly from
Yandex.Disk.Images can be imported into email by their URL. It is possible to download emails as EML files. Emails can be delayed. You can get a notification when a message is sent and even recall later if you don't get a response. There are also dozens of themes that you can choose from to instantly convert the entire page. Some of the topics you can
even interact with, such as a weather theme that shows the local weather below your mail. You can add other email accounts to Yandex.Mail if you prefer to read all the mail here. This means that you can make Gmail and Yahoo Mail accounts, for example, and just read all of them on Yandex Mail.You can make free email accounts with your domain name
site. Email accounts created in Yandex end yandex.com. Subscribe to Yandex.Post below or follow these registration steps if you need help. Download for: The main difference between ProtonMail and the other email service above is that this one is centered around encryption. The idea is that you can send mail without fear that people on ProtonMail, or
anyone other than the recipient, can read the message. When you're ready to send an encrypted message, be sure to press that button before you send an email. That is, if you don't send a message to another ProtonMail user, in which case it's always encrypted. If you choose to encrypt a message, you can also set an expiration date for the message to be
destroyed and unreadable after the specified deadline (the time begins from the time the message is sent). The maximum expiration time is four weeks (28 days), but you can something before, too, like 1-6 days or 1-23 hours, or a combination of both (like one day and four hours, or only one hour). If you send a message to a non-ProtonMail user and don't
set a expiration date, the message will expire after 28 days. Recipients who receive encrypted messages open a message on a link that asks for a password, where it is deciphered and displayed in They can reply via an encrypted channel through the same message they have decrypted, and don't even need to have a ProtonMail account. Another privacy-
minded feature of ProtonMail is Link Confirmation, which helps protect against phishing attacks by showing a pop-up when you choose a link, allowing you to confirm where it is going before actually going there. You can choose an email address protonmail.com or protonmail.ch email address. To remove the restrictions mentioned above, you must pay for
ProtonMail. Download for: While the zoho Mail has a free mail service, zoho is generally like an online set of several apps that focus around the use of the business. The first thing you can notice about the zoho mail when compiling a message is like minimal design, which can be a great thing. When you make a new message, you can quickly switch between
a new message and the rest of your mail through small tabs at the top of the page. Streams is a feature in zoho Mail that makes it easy to create groups where you and your team members can interact with shared messages and attachments. It works a bit like a private social media site. The zoho Mail also has these features: all the standard songing tools
are included in the zoho mail, but you can also add images from the documents of zoho, Google Drive, OneDrive, Box and other services, as well as include tables in your messages. It's easy to create new notes, tasks, calendar events, contacts, and bookmarks in zoho Mail, as this is closely related to some of these other zoho apps. You can customize a
lot of what you see on the page. Keyboard shortcuts are supported. You can use filters in this email service. Vacation responses allow you to send emails when you're on vacation. Custom domains can be added to the list of valid and/or blocklists. All of the mail addresses end as zohomail.com. Download for: The main difference between Mail.com other
vendors on this list is that you can choose between more than 200 free domains. Instead of getting stuck with one like outlook.com or gmail.com, you can choose from a huge list. Email domains are divided into sections, so it's easy to find one that relates to certain jobs, hobbies, technologies and music. There are also THE U.S., peace and spiritual areas.
Some of the best options include mail.com, email.com, usa.com, myself.com, post.com, dr.com, techie.com, engineer.com, cheerful.com and writeme.com. Once you've created an email account, you can create up to 10 aliases of addresses that work with your main address. For example, if you build a doglover.com address as your primary address and
then use asia.com as a pseudonym, any messages sent to any address, sent to your doglover.com mailbox. The extreme flexibility to choose a custom domain name for your email address is what makes Mail.com one of the best email services, but it's only a take on. There really isn't much else to be excited about when it comes to creating email
Mail.com.... You can connect another email to it, so you can send and receive these messages through Mail.com.There's an email filter built in. You can access the calendar to keep track of events. File storage takes up to 2GB of free space. Apps can be up to 30MB. Mail.com uses exactly the same interface and features as GMX.com. You can also create
an email account at GMX, but you can only finish it gmx.us or gmx.com. However, you get unlimited storage space with GMX. Download for: Tutanota (Latin for Tuta Nota, which means secure message) is similar to the ProtonMail service above in that it automatically encrypts all your emails. However, you can disable all-at-the-end encryption if you want.
One of the first things to stand out with this email service is that you can't start building an account until you make a really secure password. Some places will encourage you to make your password stronger, but still accept it; Tutanota demands it. The web interface is very easy to use and provides good menu transitions that really combine mail folders and
email settings. When sending messages to non-Tutanota users, you can choose to make them password protected or keep them unencrypted. If the password is selected, the recipient will receive a user link to open the message, where they must enter the password to read and reply. Probably the best feature about this is that when a Tutanota user
responds back to a user without using Tutanota, the messages are still contained in the temporary account. This means that you can have a back and forth connection with any other email service and they can keep the link open all the time. Although it's not as well known as Gmail, Yahoo, etc., Tutanota still supports the following: You can make an account
with any of these domains: tutanota.com, tutanota.de, tutamail.com, tuta.io, keemail.me. Download: iCloud Mail is an interesting email service because many people don't even realize that they are just a few steps away from having one. It is for this reason that iCloud Mail is one of the best email providers: for most people, they can set up in seconds.
However, iCloud Mail is only available to people with an Apple device, so while many people have iPad, iPhone, Mac, etc., not everyone does, so unlike other services on this list, it's very restrictive. Once you've made an iCloud account, you can log in from your computer and access a set of products in addition to your mail like notes, reminders, photos,
iCloud Drive content, contacts, calendar events, and anything else that has been synced with iCloud from your iOS device. Icloud The iCloud part is not super advanced and probably won't serve you well if you want a lot of options in your email. However, it's very easy to set up for Apple device users without having to go through the often tedious process of
adding your name, choosing a password, etc. all of this works well with your existing Apple ID. Id. Some other features: Access to 5GB of free storage space for email and other iCloud files. They can be accessed through IMAP. Supports shortcuts. All mail sent to your iCloud Mail account can be configured to automatically send to another address. Files up
to 5GB can be sent via iCloud Mail via Mail Drop, which essentially sends a link to files stored on your iCloud Drive.It easily unsubscribed from email in just one or two clicks. iCloud Mail accounts end icloud.com. You can then log into iCloud on your computer via Apple ID and then open the Mail to access iCloud Mail. 10 Minute Mail is by far one of the best
email services if you need an email address right now, temporarily, and without having to go through all the typical user registration steps. Just as the name suggests, 10 minutes of Mail is not actually a full-fledged email provider because it gives you an account in just 10 minutes. However, we've added it here because it's absolutely perfect for those times
when you need a temporary email account. Instead of providing the main email address you use for everything else, connect a one-time address from 10 minutes of mail. You'll receive emails just like a regular inbox, but it's not tied to your identity at all, and when time is up, you don't have to worry about closing your account, deleting an email, or anything -
just get off the page or let time expire. 10 minute mail is perfect for those times you're just testing the service and don't want to get email in your regular inbox. It's also helpful if you're sharing your email address with someone you don't trust. This is a valid inbox that you can get an email check and can reply, but it disappears after 10 minutes. Of course, you
can use 10 minutes of mail longer than 10 minutes if you need to, but you'll have to use the button on the email page to reset the clock to 10 minutes. Top.
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